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FADE IN:

OVER BLACK

The sound of muffled rustling as if inside a closed 
container.

Light peaks in from the cracks above as someone lifts the 
lid off to reveal:

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

JOEL (33), relaxed with a mouth-agape focus-face, stares 
down into the box, curious. He reaches in, rifles through. 
He twitches his head to get a blond lock out of his face.

On the couch behind him, LINDSAY (32), head-down focused 
with reading glasses on, types away on her laptop, paying no 
mind.

Joel sets the weathered box top aside. “JOEL STUFF” in 
permanent marker written on it. The box is crinkled, warped, 
and dusty.

JOEL
I was kinda hoping dad’s place 
would remain my permanent storage 
unit. Hmm.

Joel pulls out a maroon yearbook. A picture falls out. He 
sets the book down, picks up the picture.

THE PICTURE has the classic 90s laser backdrop and a 9-year-
old Joel with bowl-cut blond hair and thick red-rimmed 
glasses.

Joel winces at the picture.

JOEL
He Lin.

He tosses the photo over her laptop at her. She catches it. 
Quits typing. Examines it.

JOEL
That’s yours.

She smirks.

LINDSAY
Rockin’ the red specks, huh?
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JOEL

Turns out I had twenty twenty 
vision. Just a little lazy eye. Not 
a problem now.

Lindsay shrugs. Goes back to typing.

LINDSAY
I’d still do you.

Joel picks things out of the box as he talks. Lays them out 
on the floor. A yellow and black bumblebee yo-yo. A deck of 
cards.

JOEL
You know, I loved those glasses. 
Picked them out myself. I ended up 
losing those glasses, though. 
Probably a good thing. They gave me 
these weird blackout headaches.

Lindsay types away, absent.

Joel pulls out some Star Wars action figures. Lays them out. 
Examines his Luke. Squints.

JOEL
Never did find them.

POV the Luke figure blurs, then comes almost in focus. The 
blurs again. Joel sets it down. He stretches his eyes open, 
rubs his temples.

Joel pulls out a metal Ghostbusters lunch box. Shakes it. 
Something rattles inside. He gets a slight look of 
excitement.

He opens it. Just a thermos inside. Joel shrugs.

As he sets it aside, it falls open. The thermos tumbles out. 
Rattles.

Joel picks up the thermos, twists the lid open.

Inside, the RED GLASSES.

Joel smiles. He pulls them out, then inspects them. He wipes 
the lenses on his shirt.

POV Joel’s hands hold out the glasses. He moves them toward 
his face. The lenses distort the living room. As the glasses 
cover the view, the world fade into--

A school classroom. Kids all around. A teacher at the front.
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Hands shoot up, rip off the glasses.

BACK TO SCENE

Joel pulls the glasses off. Looks at them in shock.

JOEL
Babe, did...

He looks back at her. She is focused on her work.

Joel turns back to the glasses. Examines them. Slowly pulls 
them to his face, as if they’ll bite him.

POV

The glasses cover the view. The world fades to:

INT. SCHOOL CLASSROOM (1995) - DAY

POV

Red rims around the view. The world distorted by the thick 
lenses. Kids in school desks all around. The TEACHER (48), a 
slouchy woman in a long, flower dress, switches the math 
formula transparency in the dark room.

Joel’s hands move into view. They’re smaller, child-like.

His breathing becomes heavy.

JOEL
(to himself)

What the...

His hands grab the Ghostbusters lunch box. Open it. Look in 
the reflection of the inside metal.

Joel’s 9-year-old face. Golden bowl-cut and red-rimmed 
glasses. A look of shock comes over him as he lets out a 
quick scream of shock. He reaches up for the glasses rips 
them off.

YOUNG JOEL (9) 

At his school desk, looks around in confusion as he holds 
his glasses.

TEACHER (O.S.)
Joel, what is it?

Young Joel looks at her, confused.

3.
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JOEL

What? Nothing. Nothing...

Joel puts the glasses back on. He puts his thermos in the 
lunch box. Shuts it. Sets it on the ground. He stretches his 
eyes open, rubs his temples.

INT. LIVING ROOM (PRESENT) - DAY

Joel holds the glasses out in Awe, as if they’re magical.

JOEL
They’re magical.

FADE OUT.

THE END
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